In previous works of the author, the concept of a binary reflexive adjacency relations was introduced on the set of all binary relations of the set X , and an algebraic system consisting of all binary relations of the set X and of all unordered pairs of adjacent binary relations was defined. If X is a finite set, then this algebraic system is a graph (graph of binary relations G ). The current paper introduces the notion of a support set for acyclic and transitive digraphs. This is the collections () S  and ' () S  consisting of the vertices of the digraph G
The following theorem proved that in our work [3] . X finiite sets the collection of all acyclic relations by ( ).
AX "
In [1] , [2] and [3] we proved that if 
Continue to suggeset that card X  (i.e {1,..., } Xn  
2)
There exist a one-to-one corresepondence between the set 0 () VX and the seet of all labeeled
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3)
Let
T 
In [1] we proved that the number of "connected component of the graph "
Tn  . We note that for any nataural number n the following equaliities are hold: .. p p n    . The first formula see [4] , [5] and [6] and second in [7] . The number of . Then:
, [8] and [9] where ( , ) S n m  This Stiriling numbers of the 2nd kind in our work [2] we proveed that the number of coonnected component of the graph [10] the following equality holds:
In our work [3] we proveed that the number of connected component of the graph
In both cases, the summation is over all ordered sets
Remark 2.3
We note that the formulass (2) and (3) have the same struccture, and in the second case if the formula has a finisihed appearance, then in the first formula remains a problem of calculation of numbers (7) 
